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   ID# _________ 

  

 
Informed Consent for Massage Therapy Modalities and Treatments 

* Please Initial on each line** 

 
_____ I understand that the massage therapy procedures and techniques used at Serenity Bodywork by the provider listed 
below are for therapeutic relief and stress management and have had an opportunity to discuss with the massage provider 
named below the nature, benefits and procedures of massage and understand that results are not guaranteed. I have been 
informed that I may stop treatment at any time during the session. 
 
_____ I have been informed of the risks involved with getting treatments at Serenity Bodywork which can include but are not 
limited to some minor and temporary muscle pain or tenderness from deep pressure that may last a few days, skin irritation 
from lotions/oils, pain from prolonged position, headache, bruising, swelling, numbness, nausea, and the temporary 
aggravation of pre-existing conditions.  
 
____ I agree to notify the therapist if I have had any traumas related to touch or being alone with another individual. 
*Serenity Bodywork is a Safe Space company and consent requests before any physical contact is absolutely acceptable. It is 
highly encouraged for you as the patient to notify us if you need trauma informed care* 
 
_____ Also, due to maintained touch and close physical proximity there is not a totally risk-free way of not contracting 
infectious disease during a massage session. These include but are not limited to: Influenza, Coronavirus (Sars-CoV-1 and 
Sars-CoV-2), common cold and many others. I understand that Serenity Bodywork has sanitation procedures in place to 
mitigate this risk, but I will not hold Serenity Bodywork or the therapist personally liable if I happen to contract an infectious 
disease. I also agree to reschedule my appointment if I am sick or have been sick in the last 14 days. 

 
_____ I hereby request and consent to the performance of massage therapy treatments and other modality within the 
therapist's scope of practice on me (or the patient named below for whom I am legally responsible) by the massage provider 
listed below. I do not expect the massage provider to be able to anticipate all risks and complications and I wish to rely on 
the therapist to exercise judgment during treatment that the therapist feels are best, based upon the facts then known.  
Further, I affirm that I may be advised by the massage provider named below to consult a physician or another health care 
professional regarding conditions that are out of the therapist's scope of practice, or if massage therapy does not help the 
condition. 
 
_____ I understand that given the nature of Serenity Bodywork's unique environment I may be exposed to Traditional Chinese 
Medicine techniques such as cupping therapy and gua-sha. I understand, and have been given the opportunity to see proof, 
that the below named massage provider is knowledgeable about these techniques. I also understand that the provider will 
not use these techniques on me without my verbal permission first. Some side effects of cupping and gua-sha are redness, 
marking on the skin that may last up to 2 weeks, and occasional bruising. 

 
____At no time will I solicit any sexual suggestions or requests to or from the therapist. I further understand that the massage 
provider will not tolerate any such solicitation. If this occurs, the massage provider will end the treatment session and I will be 
responsible for payment of the full treatment. 

 
 
I have read, or have had read to me, the above consent.  I have also had an opportunity to ask questions about 
this consent, and by signing below I agree to the above-named procedures. I have had the opportunity to request 
a copy of this consent. I intend this consent form to cover the entire course of treatment for my present condition 
and for any future condition(s) for which I seek treatment. Understanding all of this, I give my consent to receive 
care. 
 
Printed Name: ________________________________  

 
Signature: __________________________________________________  Date: __________ 

 
Massage Provider Name: ____________________ Guardian Signature:_________________________ 

http://www.serenity-bodywork.com/

